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Tu-gong emerged at Xia Dynasty as a symbol of surrender, and developed into
an independent national revenue system in Tang Dynasty. After Two-Tex Law went
into effect, substitute goods of natural production started to be contributed. This
situation expanded in Song as the development of commodity economy and various
difficulties of tribute transportation, as a result, silver came up as a kind of tribute
substitutes, which meant that Tu-gong system steped into a new stage.
In Ming Dynasty, Tu-gong was regularly called Zheng-gong. Zheng-gong was
quite different from previous Tu-gong system. Firstly, tribute was assigned according
to the previous year’s using condition. Secondly, tribute was distributed equally to
thirteen provinces and two capital cities according to the number of Li and Jia. Thirdly,
tribute was transported by local rich people at early Ming and by government at the
second half period. Lastly, various methods of Zheng-gong emerged at Ming leading
to more tribute replaced by silver and providing chance for secret assignment.
Venison, seafood and furs were the majority of tribute in Hong-wu period.
Emperor Zhu Yuan-zhang tended to collect less luxury. However, this situation
changed at Cheng-hua period. It was so hard to save and transport tribute that silver
was contributed as substitute in more provinces, meanwhile, the need of material from
Guang-Lu-Si and Gong-bu increased rapidly. Whilst these materials had less
connection with local environment, Tu-gong was not a local-product-contribute
system any more.
Overall, Zheng-gong in Ming Dynasty had large effect on commen people in
terms of repeatedly levy and extra charge of officials. Almost all the reformations of
Zheng-gong in Ming Dynasty were related to these bad effects. Silver contribution in
a uniform way provided an altertive choice which also turned out to be the end of
traditional Tu-gong.
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